Earn While You Don’t Work

TM

Frequently Asked Questions
1. Q: Why become an affiliate?

A: If only there is a need for a safe and risk-free second income for yourself. Alternatively, you may want to
Enable the Unable TM or Gift an Income. Instead of an item to someone.
However, why one should hesitate to create a second source of income, which is legal, moral and ethical? Moreover,
it is absolutely risk-free. Especially, when the new idea coming your way Earn While You Don’t WorkTM?
2. Q: Is this affiliation program is legal?
A: Earn While You Don’t WorkTM is legal. Affiliation with wallscafe.com is possible only with the purchase of a
unique code under limited period ownership of ten years. The code one buys is unique is to her/him and works only
with wallscafe.com. Therefore the transaction is legal and legitimate. It comes with the tax invoice.
3. Is it a onetime use code?
A: Unlike, the coupon codes of the other Ecommerce sites, which are for one time use, the code from WallscafeTM is
unique to you, permanent and valid for 10 years from the date of your onboarding.
4. Q: What is the cost of the code?
A: The cost for a unique code is Rs.4500.00 plus GST with a limited period of ownership for ten years. However, under
the promotion activity for a limited period, it is now being offered @50% of its original price. Therefore, it now costs
you only Rs.2250.00 plus GST @18%.
Nevertheless, one can own it by paying onetime account set up fee of just Rs.1000.00 plus GST@18%. The cost of a
unique code is adjusted from her/his future earnings in four instalments. Hence, there is no room for concern or fear
of investing before its use.
5. Q: How the Affiliate’s reward/commission is settled?
A: Affiliate reward/commission is credited to her/his bank account, which is reported in the enrolment form. The
settlement of Affiliate’s reward/commission is on any working day in the first week of every month.
6. Q: How can I know the performance of my code?
A: To provide absolute transparency and convenience to the Affiliate, wallscafe.com has a feature on its website for
the Affiliate to log in with his unique code as user id and his password to gain access to his ledger at anytime and
anywhere basis to know as to how her/his code is performing.
7. Q: Can the code be gifted/bequeathed during the period of ownership?

A: Since the duration of Affiliation is for ten years, WallcafeTM has made provision for the Affiliate to nominate a successor to his Affiliate account. Therefore, at the time of registration, you would provide the nominee’s details. Being
the owner of the unique code, you have the privilege to take a suitable decision, as the unique code is your property
until its expiry of its ownership. Please note. The unique coupon code is an asset, which is acquired by you, under
limited period ownership of ten years. Therefore, the validity of the unique code will become null and void after its
expiry date. Unless it is renewed for a further period.
8. Q: Is an Affiliate reward/commission is liable for income tax deduction?
A: Your income is liable for income tax when it crosses the permissible limit set by the Income Tax department in
India. WallcafeTM is legally obligated to deduct tax at source and issue a tax deducted at source (TDS) certificate.
9. What is the task of an affiliate?
A: The sole purpose of you owning or gifting the code is to create a legitimate source of income for yourself or
to Enable the Unable TM to generate income to them under the program Earn While You Don’t WorkTM. The
Affiliate program is designed in such a way, that you are free from the traditional tasks and risks, those are generally associated with any income generation programs/schemes worldwide.
To generate income with your code, you should ensure, that your code reaches maximum people in the world. The
team at WallscafeTM assists you in this activity of spreading your unique code across the globe. More reach leads to
more visitors to the website. More visitors to the website means more chances of a business transaction. Every transaction with the use of coupon code earns up to a sum of Rs.1000.00.00 per transaction to the affiliate.
10. Q: What is the average monthly income is expected out of this activity?
A: It is impossible to guess as to how many in the world will receive your code and apply it in their transaction with
wallscafe.com. However, the reward money for the Affiliate is so lucrative, as it is up to Rs.1000.00 for every successful transaction. Therefore, more the reach, more the opportunity to earn up to Rs.1000.00 on each transaction.
The unique code has the power and potential to earn for its owner a couple of lakhs in the limited period ownership
of ten years.
11. Q: Is this affiliate program transparent and trustworthy?
A: The Affiliate program by Wallcafe.com is unique. Unlike, the other Affiliate programs, many eCommerce sites offer.
The team at Wallscafe.com has done an intensive research on the subject of brand building. The research reveals that
approximately 37% of the Indian population does not have an income of its own. These have to depend on somebody
even for a small financial need. The housewives, students, physically challenged, retired persons those not covered by
the statutory pension schemes/social security, form a part of the 37%.
WallscafeTM leverages on the available opportunities. Such, as the growing Internet and mobile phone usage in the
world. This helps in creating a model, in which everyone with a very little money can take part in the Earn While You
Don’t WorkTM program. The model gives freedom from the investment, risks, skill, education, age, etc.
There is someone for everyone in the family or in close contacts, need financial freedom. Here is an opportunity for
everyone under the Earn While You Don’t WorkTM program.
12. Q: Who can become an Affiliate?
A: The offer of the Affiliate program is open to all with the following simple requirements.
1. Hold an account with any bank in India.
    2.   Has an Email account.

    3.   Owns a smartphone with WhatsApp account.
The aspirant can become an Affiliate by creating an account with just Rs.1000.00 plus GST@18% as fee for onetime
account set up and become an owner of a unique code for a period of ten years.
13. Q: Why wallscafe.com for wall mural?
A: The visitor to the website gets to see the wonderful reasons to transact with wallscafe.com for its unique benefits,
over others in the world.
I. Murals created with beautiful art is a popular concept for wall decor in the West. It is now catching up in India with
the middle class and above. WallscafeTM produces the murals in India using the inputs and technology from Europe
and the USA. Therefore, the product meets the international standard and also sold internationally for almost half the
price that prevails in the west. Please refer to ‘Why Us’ on the website for the information on the product specifications.
II. The most credible Non-Government Organization (NGO), The Smile Foundation, is well known for its charity
work in health and education of the underprivileged children and women in India, is the charity partner with wallscafe.com. It is a shot in the arm to Wallcafe.com, its affiliate and customers.
III. Under the Corporate Social Responsibility program, WallscafeTM and Smile foundation help every customer
to contribute to the social cause, without their financial, psychological and physical involvement. Nevertheless, the
Smile Foundation sends invitation to customers of WallscafeTM to become direct donors. Should the customers wish
to become the direct donors, 50% of their donation made to Smile Foundation is eligible for it reduced from the taxable income under 80G provisions.
IV. World-renowned artists Mr. Adrian Chesterman and Mr. Howard Robinson are on the board of WallscafeTM for
Asia and the Middle East for the reproduction of their masterpiece creations in murals and with worldwide marketing
rights. Now the customers around the world can have the creations of these great artists on their walls in the form of
murals by WallscafeTM.
V. Wallscafe.com is the only website in the world, enables its customers to earn back the cost of mural through the
“Privilege Affiliate” program, offered to them as complimentary. Sooner or later, the customer earns back the cost
of the mural and makes it free of cost to her/him with the “Privilege Affiliate” program. This is unique in the world.
VI. Murals by Wallscafe.com is made with organic materials. Therefore, it is green product as it is PVC free, fire retardant, bio-degradable and eco-friendly. Mural by WallscafeTM is safe for humans and pets in indoor use.
VII. Wallscafe.com provides professional digital art services to customers, who want to personalize their space with
the mural.
VIII. Wallscafe.com is the only website in the world offering the service of resizing and customization of a mural to
the size of the customer’s wall by the digital artists, just for Rs 10.00 for Indian customers or $ 1.00 for International
customers per case.
14. This Affiliate program is only for additional income or does it serve any other purpose?
A: Besides creating a source of income to yourself, you can extend this program the Earn While You Don’t WorkTM to
Enable the Unable to create a source of income for them. Secondly, you will help your audience to take part in the
“Corporate Social Responsibility” program without their financial and physical involvement. Thirdly, you will help your
audience to get a complimentary Privilege Affiliation to them. This Privilege Affiliation is for earning back the cost of
the mural and make it free of cost to her/him.
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15. Is the Affiliate code limited to only Wall mural?

A: As the same suggests, WallscafeTM addresses the wall decor related needs. Hence, WallscafeTM will soon be making a foray into digitally produced portraits of the artwork from the great artists of the world under their license
to reproduce their art into portraits. The Affiliate code you hold is also applicable for the purchase of portrait
by the customers worldwide at the coupon price. Hence, it becomes a necessity for them to use the affiliate code
as a coupon code to get the portrait for the coupon price. As a result, the Affiliate being the sole owner of the
code, will earn the commission/reward from the transaction in the purchase of portrait as well. The quantum of
commission/reward will be communicated only after the launch of a new product line. WallscafeTM is planning
to have five different world class products in its website in the next three years. The quantum of Affiliate reward
depends on product value. Affiliates can imagine their income growing year after year with the novel of earning.
Imagine an income from global customers just for an account set up fee of Rs.1000.00?
Last. But not least. We fully comply with the Indian legal business practice.
Interested in becoming an Affiliate?
Welcome aboard.
Please find the enrolment for in the next page.
Once, you are on board, you will receive a certificate of appointment with your unique code in soft copy, mailed to
your Email Id.
Those not interested, thank you for your time and patience. Wishing you good luck in all your future endeavors in
creating a safe second income.
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https://www.wallscafe.com/enrollment-form-2/

